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Functional & decorative solutions



A LARGE RANGE

OF SOLUTIONS 
TO SATISFY 
ALL YOUR NEEDS 

ACOUSTIC WALLCOVERINGACOUSTIC PANEL HEAVY DUTY 
WALLCOVERING



Acoustic wallcovering Signature Wood | Marqueterie design | reference 9143 11 35



ACOUSTIC WALLCOVERING

TEXTILE PVC

Nobility & comfort

ATSME_84 Class A

Impact resistant

Easy care

Acoustic performance

Ɑw / NRC  0.15 - 0.30

Large width

106 -130 cm

This range includes wallcoverings that combine acoustic comfort, decorative style and ease of installation.

Their acoustic performances of αw / NRC 0.15 to 0.3, enable them to effectively treat resonance problems 
commonly encountered in different types of public buildings. These wallcoverings comply both the acoustic 
regulations in force in new buildings and the voluntary measures to improve the comfort and functionality of 
renovated buildings. 

The design meets the requirements of buildings with high footfall: durable and easy to maintain. Different finishes 
and complementary decors are available to adapt to the type of use, the ambiance and the budget of each project.

4 quality levels are available : 
Textile - αw / NRC 0.3 | Vinyl-coated flock - αw / NRC 0.25 | Paintable - αw 0.25 / NRC 0.2 | Vinyl foam - αw /NRC 0.15

From left to right and 
from top to bottom :  

Vinacoustic Abaca | 
reference 9039 05 39

Signature Wood | 
Marqueterie design

reference 9143 11 35

Vinacoustic Abaca | 
reference 9039 02 43

Signature Wood | 
Noyer design

reference 9144 10 32



Easy care : the product is 

removable and washable

Easy hanging : 

wall and ceiling

Acoustic performance

Ɑw / NRC 1

Oeko-tex certification :

fabric + absorbent

ACOUSTIC PANEL

The AirPanel acoustic panels are made of a 5 cm thick and a metal frame, covered with a transonic fabric. Their 
excellent acoustic properties effectively correct any reverberation phenomena, therefore providing functionality and 
comfort in the room.

Available in 15 formats, which can be suspended from the ceiling or fixed to the wall, they adapt easily to any type 
of configuration. Depending on the combinations of colours and shapes, the acoustic solution can be discreet or 
set the style for the room.

Print’AirPanel can also be digitally printed with your own images, allowing total decorative freedom for your project. 
Create your own combination using your images with our large selection of panel formats.
Create a jigsaw from your image by using identical or different formats in a mosaic style.

From left to right and 
from top to bottom :

Panel Wood |
Wood panel 1 face perforated 
reference 91487618    
format 1500 x1270mm,
fastening rails and cables

AirPanel 1 Face | 
Hexagon 1200mm

AirPanel cable gland | 
square 1200x1200mm

Print’AirPanel | 
Ceramic design



HEAVY DUTY WALLCOVERING

PVC

Impact resistant

Vinyl TYPE II

Easy care No phthalate Large width 

100 -130 cm

Euroclass B s2 d0

ATSME_84 Class A

This range includes PVC wallcoverings, that are compact, resistant and easy to maintain. With a large width, 
they are easy and quick to install in all types of rooms.

The collection of decors is inspired by classic, high-quality natural materials, creating elegant and timeless interiors. 
Generous colour palettes make them easy coordinate with other decorative elements or existing, new or renovated 
fit outs.

The wallcoverings meet the strictest building regulatory requirements. The consensual style, along with its practical 
qualities makes it a wallcovering solution for all types of public building.

From left to right and 
from top to bottom :

Marmorino | 
reference 9138 10 09 

Inosa | 
reference 9141 04 09

Organza | 
reference 9131 04 33



« Make your space
Comfortable in 6 weeks! »

Efficient acoustic and decorative solutions in a single operation.
Simple and quick to implement, limiting the interruption of operations.
A quality of finish and durability that adds value to your establishment.

100% of our solutionsacoustic solutionsare produced inFrance

PERSONALIZED ASSISTANCE

  ENTRUST US YOUR PROJECT:

  | Acoustic analysis and recommendation in 2 weeks

    With 35 years of experience in the field of acoustic correction, the Texdecor team provides you  

    support in the study of your need and the resolution of your acoustic problem:

    - Our technical team can carry out a summary analysis of your acoustic problem and make 

    recommendations

  | Submissions of different combinations produced according to your specifications

  | Supply in 3 to 4 weeks

  

  For more information :

  Texdecor Sales department - exportdepartment@texdecor.com
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BROSYNEN

Texdecor, creator of acoustic decorative solutions for your comfort

This range includes PVC wallcoverings, that are compact, resistant and easy to maintain. 
With a width of +/- 100 - 130 cm, they are easy and quick to install in all types of rooms.
The collection of decors is inspired by classic, high-quality natural materials, creating elegant and timeless 
interiors. Generous colour palettes make them easy coordinate with other decorative elements or existing, 
new or renovated fit outs.
The wallcoverings meet the strictest building regulatory requirements. The consensual style, along with its 
practical qualities makes it a wall covering solution for all types of public buildings.

An innovative line of wallcoverings, digitally printed to order for a customised interior. Both decorative and 
practical, they provide solutions for all types of environment. 
This concept includes 15 qualities across 3 collections :

Digital Sublime
Digital Essential
Digital Acoustic. αw / NRC 0.25

This range includes wallcoverings that combine acoustic comfort, decorative style and ease of installation.
Their acoustic performances of αw / NRC 0.15 to 0.3, enable them to effectively treat resonance problems 
commonly encountered in different types of public buildings. These wallcoverings comply both the acoustic 
regulations in force in new buildings and the voluntary measures to improve the comfort and functionality of 
renovated buildings. 
The design meets the requirements of buildings with high footfall: durable and easy to maintain. Different 
finishes and complementary decors are available to adapt to the type of use, the ambiance and the budget 
of each project.

In addition to the range of ACOUSTIC 0.3 wallcoverings, the ACOUSTIC 0.7 range offers a broad range of 
superior acoustic performance: thick αw / NRC 0.55 wallcoverings, αw / NRC 1 acoustic panels, αw / NRC 
0.65 acoustic blinds.
These 3 types of products deal effectively with acoustic problems while adapting to the architecture of the 
building and the surfaces available. A large choice of colours available in a simple textile decor means you 
can easily match them in the same area : on the wall, in front of the window or suspended from the ceiling.
Depending on the combinations of products and shapes, the acoustic solution can be discreet or set the 
style for the room.

Texdecor, wallcovering in service of decoration

ACOUSTIC 0.7 RANGE

MATIERE RANGE

DIGITAL RANGE

ACOUSTIC 0.3 RANGE


